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Abstract Almost all technology is dual use to some degree: it has both civilian and
military applications. This feature creates a dilemma for cooperation. States can design
arms control institutions to curtail costly competition over some military technology.
But they also do not want to limit valuable civilian uses. How does the dual use
nature of technology shape the prospects for cooperation? We argue that the duality
of technology presents a challenge not by its very existence but rather through the
ways it alters information constraints on the design of arms control institutions. We char-
acterize variation in technology along two dual use dimensions: (1) the ease of distin-
guishing military from civilian uses; and (2) the degree of integration within military
enterprises and the civilian economy. Distinguishability drives the level of monitoring
needed to detect violations. When a weapon is indistinguishable from its civilian coun-
terpart, states must improve detection though intelligence collection or intrusive inspec-
tions. Integration sharpens the costs of disclosing information to another state. For
highly integrated technology, demonstrating compliance could expose information
about other capabilities, increasing the security risks from espionage. Together, these
dimensions generate expectations about the specific information problems states face
as they try to devise agreements over various technologies. We introduce a new quali-
tative data set to assess both variables and their impact on cooperation across all modern
armament technologies. The findings lend strong support for the theory. Efforts to
control emerging technologies should consider how variation in the dual use attributes
shapes this tension between detection and disclosure.

Almost all technology is dual use to some degree: it has both civilian andmilitary appli-
cations. This attribute is the rule rather than the exception. Even the most lethal
weapons often have peaceful counterparts or cousins in the civilian economy. The
dual use nature of technology matters because it creates a dilemma for cooperation.
Consider the state of play in outer space, where nations are engaged in an arms race

to build military platforms, notably anti-satellite weapons. By designing international
institutions, in the form of new arms control agreements, states could curtail compe-
tition over expensive or dangerous weapons. But the same technology is integral to
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the civilian economy, with commercial actors also racing to field orbital systems for
peaceful purposes. Unfortunately, many such civilian capabilities look like military
armaments in space—even a benign net for clearing debris closely resembles a
weapon for taking down satellites. This makes it hard for states to curb military appli-
cations without limiting themselves on the civilian side.
Beyond space, the dual use dilemma haunts cooperation over other technologies,

such as cyber capabilities or biotechnology. States often fear that an adversary could
exploit the peaceful uses of these technologies to cheat in plain sight, gaining a
sudden military advantage. But this concern need not always doom efforts to craft
arms control deals. States have used international institutions to control numerous mili-
tary capabilities with civilian counterparts, from nuclear reactors and rockets to aircraft
and naval vessels. Indeed, every modern arms control deal limits a military asset with
some level of civil utility. This track record suggests that the overlap between civilian
and military applications is not a singular attribute—it ranges across different technolo-
gies in ways that constrain or enable arms control agreements.
Unfortunately, there has been no systematic analysis of how variation in dual use

technology shapes the prospects for cooperation in international relations. The
general question of how technology affects international outcomes is a mainstay
across the discipline.1 Yet, many scholars narrowly focus on either the military or
economic implications of technology. This bifurcated approach often overlooks the
role that dual use technology plays as a general constraint on the design and viability
of arms control institutions. At the same time, the duality of technology is a familiar
consideration within select branches of security studies. In the nonproliferation realm,
for example, cooperation seems difficult because states might build powerful
weapons under the guise of peaceful nuclear, chemical, or biological programs.
The dual use dilemma is clearly at work, but only as a perennial challenge for specific
issues.2 In this article we advance a broader concept of dual use that varies across all
modern armament technologies. Our theoretical framework reveals how this founda-
tional feature of technology affects whether and how states cooperate. However, we
do not claim technology has a determinative effect on cooperation.3 Many other
factors play a role in arms control outcomes, and we use an “all else being equal”
approach. We are interested in the distinct effects of a variable that scholars often
underscore as important, without being clear on how.
We argue that the dual use nature of technology is best characterized along two

dimensions: distinguishability and integration. Distinguishability is the relative
ease of differentiating between a technology’s military and civilian applications.
Battleships are readily distinguishable from commercial cargo vessels, for
example, but many military drones look the same as their civilian counterparts.

1. Horowitz 2020; Sechser, Narang, and Talmadge 2019.
2. Fuhrmann 2012; Koblentz 2009; Reppy 2006. Recent exceptions include Kardon and Leutert 2022;

Pauly 2022.
3. See also Lieber 2008; Talmadge 2019.
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Distinguishability affects the level of monitoring that states would need to verify
compliance with arms control agreements. To cooperate on limits over indistinguish-
able technology, states must attain higher detection levels, either through better intel-
ligence collection or through more intrusive inspections.
Integration reflects a technology’s range and depth of use within military enter-

prises and the broader civilian economy. Niche technologies have low integration
as they execute narrow, but sometimes significant, tasks. Long-range rockets, for
instance, are limited to strategic strike and space launch missions, despite their
pivotal role in power projection. By contrast, ubiquitous technologies, such as mari-
time vessels, are highly integrated into a wide range of military missions and civilian
endeavors. Integration increases the security risks from arms control inspections. As a
technology becomes more ubiquitous, it creates greater opportunities for inspectors to
gather damaging information about armaments and assets beyond the scope of the
deal. For example, inspection of shipyards to verify limits on battleships could pull
back the veil of secrecy that protects other military and commercial vessels. A
high risk of security damage due to information disclosure imposes a stronger con-
straint on the menu of monitoring options that states would be willing to accept as
part of an arms control agreement.4

Together, these variables generate expectations about the specific information prob-
lems states face as they try to devise agreements over various technologies. The best
prospects for arms control should emerge over distinguishable but niche technology.
Here, the technology itself creates few constraints on cooperation—states can distin-
guish military violations from civilian activities without creating unacceptable secur-
ity concerns. By contrast, indistinguishable technology with high integration should
create a “dead zone” where both detection and disclosure problems doom the pro-
spects for cooperation. Greater monitoring will be needed to verify compliance,
but such measures risk revealing sensitive information about other military and eco-
nomic capabilities. We also identify technologies with mixed dual use attributes in
between these two extremes. In this range, the barriers to cooperation are more sur-
mountable under some agreement forms, as states should only be confronted with
either detection or disclosure problems from technology.
On the empirical front, we introduce a new qualitative data set that assesses both

dual use dimensions and their impact on cooperation across an entire population of
armament technologies. Instead of focusing on a small sample, we test our theory
and demonstrate its generalizability by analyzing every technology in the case uni-
verse.5 The literature lacks an accepted or even generally used list of weapon tech-
nologies, so developing this case universe in a systematic way is an empirical
contribution of this article. We establish clear inclusion and exclusion rules to
define the universe of cases around broad categories of weapons and weapon

4. On the use of international organizations to manage information disclosure, see Carnegie and Carson
2020.
5. Goertz 2017, 190–216.
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platforms. Yet our categorization of technology is fine grained enough to differentiate
major military capabilities. The result is a set of twenty-four technologies that states
have used to arm themselves in the modern era. Our data set then uses case studies to
measure each dual use variable and investigate how it shaped the information pro-
blems states have faced in designing arms control institutions.
Four patterns emerge from the evidence. First, distinguishable and niche technol-

ogy creates minimal detection or disclosure barriers to cooperation. Arms control
agreements over strategic capabilities, notably long-range ballistic missiles, land in
this space. The distinguishability of this technology made it possible for states to
rely on a larger set of options for verification, improving the prospects for cooperation.
Second, indistinguishable and ubiquitous technology creates severe information

problems. Arms control agreements failed to emerge over almost every technology
in this dead zone, from drones and cyber weapons to space capabilities. State nego-
tiators confronted insurmountable detection and disclosure problems intrinsic to this
type of technology, as illustrated by failed superpower efforts to curtail an arms race
over anti-satellite weapons during the Cold War.
Third, indistinguishable and niche technology creates a severe but often surmount-

able detection constraint. In the nuclear realm, for example, the difficulty of distin-
guishing military from peaceful endeavors deepened the detection problem. But
the niche nature of nuclear technology explains why states could accept intensive
inspections in multilateral arms control agreements to improve detection: they
faced manageable security risks from information disclosure.
Finally, distinguishable and ubiquitous technology creates a severe but manage-

able disclosure constraint. Agreements are limited in their use of intrusive monitor-
ing, but detection needs are also lower because the military capabilities involved
are relatively easy to differentiate from civilian equivalents. Many conventional mili-
tary capabilities fall in this zone. To verify compliance in arms control deals over air-
craft or naval vessels, for instance, states relied on national intelligence or monitoring
with limited access based on geographic or physical boundaries.
Our research remedies problems of omission and underspecification in the three

dominant accounts of how technology shapes cooperation. First, some contend that
states face few incentives to limit military technology when it promises to provide
them with specific advantages.6 For example, a new technology could provide mili-
tary superiority or offensive benefits for early adopters.7 However, this argument
struggles to explain the failure of cooperation when it seems beneficial from a defen-
sive standpoint, such as limits over expensive or destabilizing weapons.
Second, states may favor arming over restraint when technology creates uncer-

tainty about future applications. Competitive investments can be a prudent hedge

6. For the genesis of this argument, see Schelling and Halperin 1961. On its maturation as an inter-
national relations research program, see Glaser 2000.
7. Glaser 2010; Jervis 1978; Kydd 2000.
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against vulnerability from unforeseen technological breakthroughs down the road.8

But other scholars have shown that states can still reap the benefits of current cooper-
ation by creating international institutions with provisions to provide flexibility in the
face of uncertainty.9 Further, technological uncertainty does not explain why states
have struggled to create arms control around some well-understood capabilities.
Because these explanations all narrowly focus on military characteristics, they over-
look the economic incentives states have to avoid restrictions on a technology.
A third argument suggests that technology can saddle states with information prob-

lems. When capabilities are hard to observe, including when the line between peaceful
and military uses is blurred, states will need greater transparency to detect cheating and
so require onerous monitoring measures for an agreement.10 This approach recognizes
the challenge with dual use technology but oversimplifies it into a binary variable.11 The
lack of conceptual clarity means that, for example, the challenges to designing arms
control institutions for armored vehicles seem similar to those regarding nuclear tech-
nology, because both are dual use. We are left with an intuitive sense that some capabil-
ities are more dual use than others, but no framework specifying that variation or its
implications.We expand on the information-oriented arguments by identifying how dif-
ferent dual use attributes shape the tension between detection and disclosure at the heart
of arms control. Our findings show how future research can specify technology along-
side other variables in accounting from arms control outcomes.
The following sections turn first to the theory and hypotheses. We then elaborate our

research design and discuss the empirical results. The conclusion considers implications
for the study of technology and cooperation, as well as policy efforts to manage artificial
intelligence and other emerging technologies with new security institutions.

Theory

States can reap multiple benefits from arms control. Negotiated limitations can reduce
resources spent on arms races, dampen incentives for conflict, and lower the risks of
war. The literature has offered a long list of factors that are likely to either raise or
lower the likelihood of security agreements, from relative power distributions and
domestic politics to enforcement concerns. Our framework makes a ceteris paribus
assumption. We avoid theorizing about other variables because our goal is to
develop the logic of a separate effect for technology attributes. While political
factors do affect arms control, omitting the independent impact of technology has
hampered our understanding of international cooperation.
We think about the prospects for cooperation as characterized by constraints states

face in designing arms control institutions. The prospects are poor when constraints

8. Green 2020; Lieber and Press 2017; Talmadge 2019.
9. Koremenos 2001; Kreps 2018; Kucik and Reinhardt 2008; Mantilla 2023; Williams 2019.

10. Abbott 1993; Debs and Monteiro 2014.
11. Chyba 2020; Coe and Vaynman 2020; Lin-Greenberg and Milonopoulos 2021.
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narrow the range of cooperative options available in arms control negotiations. The
prospects improve when there are fewer barriers to cooperation and the range of
viable agreements expands. This view goes beyond a binary outcome of whether an
agreement is likely to occur, and explores variation in the types of constraints states
must address in a negotiated agreement to make cooperation possible. Our theory
accounts for how technology itself can create distinct constraints on cooperation.
We focus on the logic of information problems. States often fail to cooperate

because of a trade-off between transparency and security: agreements must provide
enough information to detect violations, but not so much that they disclose deeper
security vulnerabilities.12 This trade-off implies that the tension between the detection
and disclosure of information constrains cooperation in two ways. First, states need
sufficient information to verify compliance with arms control agreements. They can
use their intelligence tools or agree on cooperative monitoring rules to detect militar-
ily significant violations. But gathering more information comes with costs. States
must devote more resources to collecting information or allow foreign inspectors
access to their territory. As these costs increase, the menu of acceptable monitoring
options shrinks, thereby creating stronger detection constraints on arms control.
Second, states also consider the degree to which cooperative monitoring creates
security risks. Even minimal inspections might disclose damaging information,
which creates a severe trade-off between transparency and security. Inspections to
verify limits on specific weapons, for example, may reveal deeper vulnerabilities
that enable an adversary to better attack other military forces. Alternatively, under
a mild trade-off, the possible security damage from inspections would be more
modest, so states face fewer disclosure-related constraints on cooperation.
The dual use nature of technology shapes both detection and disclosure constraints.

First, the distinguishability of technology affects the level of monitoring needed to
detect violations and verify compliance with an arms control deal. Second, the inte-
gration of technology sharpens the security risks from inspections. Our framework
illuminates how inspecting highly integrated technology threatens to reveal sensitive
military and industrial secrets beyond the scope of the agreement. We leverage these
variables to generate hypotheses about the relationship between technology and the
constraints on arms control agreements.

Distinguishability and the Detection Constraint

How does dual use technology impact the detection needs in arms control agree-
ments? The notion that technology affects the information environment for states is
a central tenet of offense-defense theory. According to this framework, cooperation
is more likely when the nature of military technology makes it easier to distinguish
offensive from defensive forces.13 Greater differentiation draws clearer lines

12. On this mechanism, see Coe and Vaynman 2020.
13. Jervis 1978.
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between weapon systems, which helps states negotiate limitations over offensive cap-
abilities.14 Traditional offense-defense theory provides a useful starting point: it
draws our attention to how variation in military capabilities impacts the amount of
information states need to make decisions about cooperation. But that military-
focused approach was agnostic on how that information can change as technology
blurs or sharpens the line between military and civilian applications. We therefore
reformulate the concept of distinguishability to better capture the distinction
between the military and civilian uses of technology.
In the dual use context, “distinguishability” refers to the relative ease of detecting

whether a state is pursuing military or civilian activities.15 Observation of highly distin-
guishable technologies helps states draw more confident estimates about the ultimate use
of specific capabilities. High distinguishability also makes it harder for an adversary to
practice deception because military assets cannot be easily disguised as civilian capabil-
ities. Technologies with low distinguishability, on the other hand, facilitate deception—
they obscure the true purpose of purportedly civilian applications of dual use capabilities.
We characterize distinguishability around four attributes. First, the physical prop-

erties of technology, such as its size or other detection signatures, set a concrete base-
line. One reason biotechnology tends to have low distinguishability, for example, is
that some of the lethal agents which have multiple peaceful and military uses are
microscopic.16 By contrast, warships are much easier to differentiate from civilian
maritime vessels by their distinct size, shape, and construction material.
Second, the development pathway for technology affects the degree to which states

can pursue military applications under the guise of peaceful aspirations. This calculus
reflects the overlap or divergence between developing the technology for military or
civilian purposes. Some technologies, for instance, use the same equipment and
manufacturing techniques in both realms. But others follow distinct design and pro-
duction processes compared to their military counterparts, making it costly to switch
over from one production pathway to the other.
Third, doctrine and deployment decisions surrounding a particular technology can

create patterns of observable behavior for civil and military uses. Despite drawing on
the same technology, for instance, American and Soviet civilian space-launch centers
with above-ground liquid-fueled rockets looked radically different from the military
missile silos built underground at isolated ranges during the 1970s. Physical proper-
ties, development processes, and deployment patterns can also have implications for
how costly it would be for a state to conceal a military capability. While it was once
possible to make a metal warship look like a merchant vessel on a trade route, doing
so required substantial modifications that degraded operational performance.
Finally, the speed of conversion captures how quickly an adversary could trans-

form civilian capabilities into military assets. Faster conversion would make it

14. Glaser 2010, 75.
15. On the origins of this concept, see Volpe 2019.
16. Koblentz 2009, 64–67.
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harder for others to observe development and deployment. Some technologies make
it time consuming to convert production lines or repurpose platforms from civilian to
military use. The longer this window of observation stays open, the easier it becomes
for other states to detect an emerging military capability before it becomes
operational.
We combine these attributes into low and high measures of distinguishability. As

Table 1 summarizes, the attributes are distinct but can be interrelated in the context of
specific technologies. For instance, the development of a technology over time may
change the physical properties associated with its use in civilian versus military
realms; and shifts in policy or doctrine can affect opportunities for conversion.
From an analytical standpoint, it is helpful to consider the unique features of each
attribute because one might be empirically more salient than another. When multiple
attributes point in the same direction, gauging overall distinguishability is straightfor-
ward. It is also possible that a technology scores high on one attribute and low on
others. In those cases, we assess the weight and relative importance of each attribute.

Distinguishability matters for cooperation because it affects the level of monitoring
needed to verify compliance. Indistinguishable technology increases the amount of
information states must gather to differentiate permitted civilian from prohibited mili-
tary activities. When technology blurs the line between military and civilian uses,
deception is easier. A facility built for ostensibly civilian purposes, for example,
could mask secret military activities. An agreement violation could therefore go
undetected in plain sight.
States can surmount this detection problem by enhancing their intelligence capabil-

ities or increasing inspector access for closer observation. But both approaches
impose additional costs on cooperation, constraining the range of options that
states will be willing to pursue. Unilateral intelligence collection is expensive and
imperfect.17 Even large intelligence investments may fail to yield adequate monitor-
ing, especially when military violations are difficult to distinguish from peaceful

TABLE 1. Distinguishability Attributes

Distinguishability

Attributes Low High

Physical characteristics Small/identical Large/different
Development pathways Overlapping Divergent
Deployment patterns Similar Distinct
Conversion speed Fast Slow

17. Zegart 2022.
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behavior.18 Inspections can help differentiate between prohibited and permitted activ-
ities. But this cooperative monitoring solution is predicated on allowing other states
or international organizations access to territory, sensitive facilities, and even military
forces. As indistinguishable technology drives up the need for better information to
verify compliance, states must grapple with the ramifications of more intrusive or fre-
quent arms control inspections. However, distinguishability is agnostic on the sever-
ity of these security risks—it affects only how much monitoring states will need to
detect violations of a deal to control technology. We therefore turn to another attribute
to understand how technology shapes security risks, and, in doing so, imposes a dis-
closure constraint on cooperation.

Integration and the Disclosure Constraint

The dual use nature of technology can sharpen the security risks from arms control
inspections. We introduce a new concept, integration, to characterize how much
damage could be caused by allowing inspectors to observe a particular military or
civilian application of a technology. Integration reflects a technology’s breadth of
use within military enterprises and the civilian economy. Some technologies manifest
little integration, as they perform few tasks in either realm. At the dawn of the space
age, for example, satellites were limited to niche surveillance missions and select scien-
tific endeavors. Other technologies offer more ubiquitous applications. Fixed-wing air-
craft, for instance, have had many different military and commercial roles for well over
a century. Greater integration within each realm increases the potential damage from
information disclosure—primarily to military forces but also to the civilian economy.
Our concept of integration is based on the pervasiveness and marginal cost of tech-

nology. These two attributes come from economic research on “general-purpose tech-
nologies” that enjoy ubiquitous civilian use.19 We repurpose each feature to better
account for the degree to which technology is integrated within military enterprises
and the civilian economy.
A technology’s pervasiveness reflects its range and depth of use in each realm.

Economists focus on technologies with broad commercial applications—the steam
engine and the digital computer are paradigmatic examples.20 We extend this logic
to reflect variation in both the military and civilian uses of technology.21 On the mili-
tary side, ubiquitous weapon or platform technologies, such as conventional explo-
sives or naval vessels, can be widely used to perform many different missions. By

18. Our theory holds changes in monitoring capabilities constant to understand the separate effects of
distinguishability on the detection problem. Empirically, however, such capabilities do change over time
independent of arms control needs. In measuring distinguishability, we consider the extent to which the
outcome could be the result of changes in monitoring capabilities rather than distinguishability. See also
Lin-Greenberg and Milonopoulos 2021.
19. Bresnahan and Trajtenberg 1995, 84.
20. Lipsey, Carlaw, and Bekar 2005, 97–98.
21. See also Ding and Dafoe 2023.
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contrast, niche technologies execute a narrow range of missions. For example, until
the mid-nineteenth century rifles were isolated to special military operations where
range and accuracy were paramount. On the civilian side, technologies with ubiquitous
applications can perform many peaceful tasks. Conventional explosives and maritime
vessels, for instance, are used for a wide variety of commercial purposes, from indus-
trial excavation with shaped charges to freight transportation on merchant ships. A
niche technology has few peaceful applications in the civilian realm. The limited peace-
ful use of rifles for sport and game purposes is a long-standing case in point.
The marginal cost of a technology impacts its propensity for widespread adoption.

Economists find that general-purpose technologies improve and become cheaper to
use over time.22 This idea translates seamlessly to the realm of both civilian and mili-
tary innovation—the lower the per-unit cost of development and deployment, the
easier it should be for actors to adopt the technology. The origins of the technology
can also shape this cost function. Capabilities that begin life as commercial innova-
tions tend to be cheaper than those born in the military realm because economic com-
petition drives down development costs.23 Related to costs, a technology with
“spillover potential” means that government investment in military innovations is
more appealing because of their eventual commercial benefits, or that private-
sector innovation can be readily spun into military capabilities.24 On the other
hand, many other technologies offer complete solutions with little spillover effect
on other capabilities. Table 2 summarizes these attributes.

We combine these attributes into high versus low measures of integration within
military enterprises and the civilian economy. This allows us to categorize whether
technology exhibits similar integration levels in both realms. Aerial drones offer a
prime illustration on the high end. Intense commercial competition for smaller
unarmed drones made many of these machines cheaper and easier to use relative
to complex legacy platforms, which increased the value of further integrating the
technology into new applications. The technology therefore became highly integrated

TABLE 2. Integration Attributes

Integration

Attributes Low High

Range and variety of uses Niche/isolated Ubiquitous/pervasive
Marginal cost Higher Lower

22. Jovanovic and Rousseau 2005, 3.
23. Horowitz 2010, 30–32.
24. Cowan and Foray 1995.
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into a wide variety of military missions and civilian industries over time. On the low
end, nuclear technology is emblematic of a significant but niche capability. Atomic
weapons and energy assets can have major strategic and economic effects. But the
expensive technology often ends up sequestered away from other capabilities to
perform select military missions or peaceful functions.
The levels of military and civilian integration need not always covary in this

fashion. A technology can have many uses in one realm but only niche applications
in the other. Some technologies, such as artillery and armored vehicles, are highly
integrated into military enterprises but occupy niche roles in the civilian economy—
avalanche control and secure transportation, respectively. Other technologies,
notably chemical and biological warfare agents, are isolated to specialized military
units with narrow missions. Yet the peaceful cousins of these niche weapons enjoy
ubiquitous civilian use: the chemical and biotechnology industries are woven into
many sectors of the global economy. Specifying separate levels of military and
civilian integration allows us to explore the effects of each on the information dis-
closure problem.
Integration shapes a major constraint on cooperation: it increases the security risks

states face from granting inspectors access to observe a particular weapon or facility.
The problem with highly integrated technology is that it enables espionage: allowing
observation of a specific capability to verify limits on weapons risks revealing
broader vulnerabilities.25 Inspections are therefore more likely to disclose damaging
information about military forces and economic assets beyond the scope of the agree-
ment.26 We therefore consider how integration within each realm shapes this disclos-
ure problem.
When observing a technology with high military integration, inspectors may be

able to collect information that reveals vulnerabilities in other military capabilities
beyond the arms control deal. First, there could be other assets that rely on similar
technology. Inspection of a specific subclass of aerial drones, for example, could dis-
close weak points in other military drones. The more integrated the technology
becomes within military enterprises, the larger that “other” category is likely to be.27

The second threat comes from physical colocation. Highly integrated technology
tends to be present in numerous locations, deployed near other capabilities, and
used in many missions. This means that observation of such a weapon or platform
risks exposing information about other military systems that are also located or oper-
ated with that technology.28 By contrast, isolated technology creates natural fire-
breaks or moats around the capabilities being monitored as part of an agreement.
Inspecting an atomic energy program, for instance, provides little insight into a
state’s capacity to field force beyond the nuclear realm. Espionage is still a

25. For similar arguments about discrete technologies, see Acton 2018; Gartzke and Lindsay 2015.
26. See also Carnegie and Carson 2020.
27. Schneider 2019.
28. Acton 2018.
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concern, but observers will find it harder to use the technology as an avenue to expose
broader military vulnerabilities.29

Inspecting the civilian applications of technology with high military integration
also threatens to reveal dangerous information about latency—a state’s capacity to
field military forces in the future.30 Consider an agreement to limit armed drones.
Inspections of civilian drone factories could help verify that these ostensibly peaceful
facilities were not being used as cover to build armed drones in secret. But the highly
integrated nature of the technology means that even commercial inspections risk illu-
minating the deeper production base for military drones beyond just the armed plat-
forms in the agreement. This information can be fed back into an adversary’s
targeting plans to destroy civilian facilities capable of military production in
wartime. Or it can be used in peacetime to increase the attack surface for sabotage.31

These security risks to military forces can be anticipated, which leads states to be
wary of letting others monitor technology with high military integration.32

The integration of technology into the civilian realm creates concerns about eco-
nomic damage from industrial espionage. States want to protect their domestic indus-
tries from observation that could benefit foreign competitors and enable adversaries
to accumulate economic power.33 As a technology becomes more widely used in the
economy, it may enable inspectors to uncover trade secrets about a wider range of
commercial products. In the example of drone technology, inspecting a civilian
factory to confirm limits on armed drones could expose details of the design and
manufacture of advanced power systems for valuable commercial drones. An adver-
sary could funnel this proprietary information back into its industrial base to gain an
edge in economic competition.34 Beyond the cost to the monitored state’s economy,
industrial espionage can morph into a security risk if helps the adversary become
more powerful. Allowing inspection of technology with high civilian integration
therefore increases the potential for economic damage and power shifts.
In sum, integration constrains the cooperative monitoring options available to

states because it increases the degree to which information disclosure could expose
military or economic secrets. Whereas the detection problem drove the need for
more information to manage fears of cheating, this disclosure challenge can arise
even when states seek to demonstrate compliance with an arms control deal. We
assume governments care most about protecting their military forces, followed
closely by enhancing economic power. As higher military integration makes this
primary security risk more severe, states are likely to reject intrusive inspections.
We also expect states to factor in the economic damage from allowing an adversary
to inspect highly integrated civilian technology.

29. On incentives to conceal military capabilities, see Green and Long 2020; Lindsey 2015.
30. Volpe 2023.
31. Rovner 2020.
32. Matovski 2020.
33. Carnegie and Carson 2020.
34. On the limits of industrial espionage, see Gilli and Gilli 2019.
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Outcomes and Hypotheses

We combine the implications from the two dual use dimensions to generate four
hypotheses about how technology shapes the constraints that states face in designing
arms control institutions (summarized in Table 3).

First, we expect the best prospects for arms control to emerge over distinguishable
and niche technology. This type of technology should create minimal detection or
disclosure constraints on negotiating arms control agreements. There is likely no
need for additional monitoring to differentiate dual use applications—civilian activ-
ities should be easy to discern from military ones which could constitute violations.
Whatever monitoring states see as necessary likely creates relatively lower security
risks because the technology occupies a niche role with limited uses. Information
gained from monitoring either civilian or military applications should not disclose
damaging information about other capabilities.

H1: Best prospects for cooperation: niche and distinguishable technology are
likely to create few detection or disclosure constraints on arms control agreements.

Second, the prospects for cooperation are likely to be the worst for indistinguish-
able and integrated technology. Here, the technology should create major detection

TABLE 3. How Technology Shapes Information Constraints on Cooperation

Distinguishability

High Low

Integration Low Permissive zone
(best prospects—H1)

• Minimal detection or disclosure constraints
• Additional monitoring not necessary to
detect military violations from civilian uses

• Monitoring less likely to disclose damaging
information

• Dual use nature of technology does not itself
narrow range of viable arms control options

Detection constraint
(modest prospects—H3)

• Severe but surmountable detection
constraint

• More information needed to verify
compliance

• Niche technology creates fewer security
risks from information disclosure

• Dual use nature of technology leads states to
pursue intrusive inspections over narrow
technology subset

High Disclosure constraint
(modest prospects—H4)

• Severe but manageable disclosure constraint
• Military violations easy to distinguish from
permitted civilian uses

• Integration creates high security risks from
monitoring

• Dual use nature of technology leads states to
limit damage from monitoring via unilateral
collection or restricted inspections

Dead zone
(worst prospects—H2)

• Severe detection and disclosure constraints
• Greater monitoring measures needed to

verify compliance
• But high integration increases the potential

damage from monitoring
• Dual use nature of technology creates a dead

zone for cooperation where states reject
most arms control options
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and disclosure constraints on cooperation. By blurring the distinction between mili-
tary and civilian applications, the technology increases the need for more transparency
to discern whether a particular activity is permitted or prohibited. But greater monitor-
ing comes with severe security risks. High integration increases the damage states
could incur from intrusive inspections because observing compliance in one area is
likely to reveal sensitive information in another. As a result, there will be few or
even no options where the security risks posed by an agreement do not outweigh its
benefits.

H2: Worst prospects for cooperation: integrated and indistinguishable technol-
ogy are likely to create a dead zone where severe detection and disclosure con-
straints doom arms control agreements.

Third, the prospects for cooperation over indistinguishable and niche technology
are likely to be modest. This mix of dual use attributes should create a situation
where states face a severe but surmountable detection constraint. We expect cooper-
ation efforts to focus on subsets of the indistinguishable technology where reliable
options exist for monitoring narrow distinctions between allowable and banned appli-
cations. Intrusive inspections will likely be necessary to verify compliance, but the
lower security risks from observing niche technology should make states more com-
fortable with accepting those provisions as part of a deal.

H3: Modest prospects for cooperation: niche and indistinguishable technology
should sharpen the detection constraint but enable cooperative monitoring in
arms control agreements. States are likely to pursue intrusive inspection pol-
icies over a narrow range of activities.

Finally, distinguishable technology with high integration is likely to create a
severe but manageable disclosure constraint on cooperation. The prospects for
cooperation should be modest. Additional monitoring measures are unlikely to be
necessary to differentiate between military and peaceful applications of the technol-
ogy. Instead, the main barrier to cooperation should stem from concerns about
the security risks—observation of the technology could disclose sensitive
information about broader military forces and economic assets. We expect to see
agreements contain features to protect states from this disclosure damage, either
through reliance on unilateral intelligence collection or through careful restrictions
on the intrusiveness of inspections, such as limits on their timing, extent, or geo-
graphic location.

H4: Modest prospects for cooperation: distinguishable and integrated technol-
ogy should deepen the disclosure problem but dampen the dual use detection
challenge. States are likely to pursue policies where the security risks from mon-
itoring can be managed by safeguarding sensitive information or restricting the
intrusiveness of inspections.
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Research Design

We introduce a new qualitative data set that assesses both dual use dimensions and
their impact on cooperation across all modern armament technologies. Instead of
selecting sample cases from a larger population, our research strategy tests the
theory by evaluating every technology within our case universe. Constructing a com-
prehensive data set demonstrates the generalizability of our claims across technolo-
gies. However, there is no consensus in the literature on a complete list of military
technologies. We therefore establish a new universe of technology cases around
clear inclusion and exclusion rules.35

Our case universe includes every technology that states have used to arm them-
selves with distinct weapons or weapon platforms in the modern era. This inclusion
rule reflects the arms control phenomenon: state efforts to negotiate controls over the
possession or use of military armaments.36 A weapon is an object used to inflict
injury or damage on enemy personnel or materiel. The term encompasses a range
of capabilities with discrete damage effects, from conventional explosives to
network attack tools. A weapon platform is a combination of one or more weapons
with a vehicle or delivery system that can reach enemy targets. Thus, naval vessels
and rockets can be platforms for hosting or delivering various weapons.
We exclude technologies that can be neither stand-alone weapons nor weapon plat-

forms. This exclusion rule removes from our universe four types of technologies with
military applications: (1) technologies that can constitute only a component of larger
weapon or platform systems, such as a microprocessor or fuel pump in a rocket; (2)
technologies that enable or enhance the performance of stand-alone armaments, such
electricity and propulsion or stealth measures; (3) technologies that can perform only
support or logistics functions, such as communication and cryptologic capabilities;
and (4) the means of production, such as industrial manufacturing techniques.
States may have other incentives to create international governance rules regarding
such technologies—such as optimizing international trade—but these lie beyond
our focus on managing the cost and risks of military armaments.
Scoping the universe around arms technology also guards against biasing the

results in favor of our theory. Relaxing the exclusion rule would allow a case universe
with even stronger support for several key hypotheses. Most of the excluded tech-
nologies would be coded as indistinguishable and highly integrated. Since there
have been no international agreements to limit them, this larger universe of cases
would seemingly lend significant support for our expectation about the dim prospects
for cooperation in the dead zone (H2). While the nature of technology may indeed play
some role in hindering international agreements, in these cases the benefits frommutual
restraint are low, which creates few incentives for cooperation in the first place.

35. Goertz 2017, 190–216.
36. On this canonical definition, see Schelling and Halperin 1961, 3.
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We leverage multiple studies to identify the largest possible candidate pool for
inclusion in our case universe (the online appendix reviews these data). We also
use the full text of every arms control agreement from 1816 to 2010 to check that
our universe includes all capabilities limited under successful cooperation efforts.
Histories of failed negotiations identify technologies over which agreements did
not occur. Finally, we draw boundaries around technology categories based on the
features that make each weapon or weapon platform unique. In cases where the tech-
nology is open to multiple definitions, we also consider whether different categoriza-
tions would change the coding of dual use attributes.
To measure the independent variables, we analyze the observable features for dis-

tinguishability and integration across the entire universe of technology cases, paying
attention to any within-case variation over time. For distinguishability, we weigh the
relative importance of each attribute to determine low versus high scores. For integra-
tion, we conduct separate assessments of the technology’s relative ubiquity within
military and civilian realms. The appendix provides a codebook with criteria to gen-
erate overall grades in a standardized manner.
To measure the dependent variable, we examine indicators of constraints states

faced in designing arms control institutions. The success or failure of efforts to nego-
tiate limits over arms provides a useful starting point, so we identify cases where
agreements were signed or considered but ultimately failed. We also observe
whether detection and disclosure problems shaped the arms control options available
to states. For episodes where an agreement was signed, we identify the features
included in the agreement, with attention on the measures for monitoring compliance
and the scope of controls, as well as any negotiation details that point to technology-
based constraints.37 For unsuccessful episodes, we look at negotiations among states
and internal deliberations to determine what role, if any, the constraints from technol-
ogy played. Finally, technology is not the only factor affecting the design and likeli-
hood of arms control. To deal with this equifinality issue, we identify dominant
explanations and explain how our variables provide a more complete understanding
of agreement outcomes, features, or negotiation issues.

Empirical Results

Table 4 summarizes our findings on how variation in the dual use nature of technol-
ogy shapes the prospects for cooperation—the appendix contains full case studies on

37. To avoid selection bias, we test our hypotheses across all arms control agreements that emerge from
our technology scoping condition. Our dependent variable therefore groups together several agreements
that in other work are sometimes considered under different types of arms control, such as agreements
where states agree to limit weapons to gain benefits from lower risk or reduced arms spending; postwar
restraints imposed on a defeated power or other asymmetric deals where one side gains more than the
other; and multilateral export controls designed to manage the diffusion of armaments by regulating tech-
nology transfers. The appendix considers how each agreement type affects theory evaluation.
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TABLE 4. Dual Use Technology Attributes and Arms Control Outcomes

Technology
(time period) Distinguishability

Integration
(mil./civ.) Outcome

Theory
support

Permissive Zone (H1):
Rockets
(1970–2020)

High Low Agreements with a mix of
verification measures

Strong

Space
(1957–1970)

High Low Agreement with unilateral collection
methods

Strong

Dead Zone (H2):
Biological
(1953–2020)

Low Low/high Agreement but no verification
protocols

Moderate

Cyber
(1969–2020)

Low High Consideration but no agreement Strong

Drones
(2006–2020)

Low High Consideration but no agreements Strong

Motor vehicles
(1885–2020)

Low High No agreements Strong

Space
(1970–2020)

Low High Consideration but no agreements Strong

Detection Constraint Zone (H3):
Biological
(1915–1953)

Low Low Agreement over narrow scope of
activities

Strong

Chemical
(1850–2020)

Low Low/high Agreement with intrusive
verification regime

Strong

Firearms
(1520–1840)

Low Low No agreements Neutral

Hypersonic vehicles
(1981–2020)

Low Low No agreements Neutral

Rockets
(1944–1970)

Low Low Deals considered but rejected on
detection grounds

Strong

Nuclear
(1945–2020)

Low Low Agreement with intrusive
verification regime

Strong

Disclosure Constraint Zone (H4):
Air defense
(1940–2020)

High High Agreements with unilateral
collection/inspection limits

Strong

Fixed-wing aircraft
(1903–2020)

High High Agreements with unilateral
collection/inspection limits

Strong

Rotary-wing aircraft
(1942–2020)

High High Agreements with unilateral
collection/inspection limits

Strong

Dirigible airship
(1900–2020)

High Low/high Agreement imposed on defeated
power

Neutral

Armored vehicles
(1914–2020)

High High/low Agreements with unilateral
collection/inspection limits

Strong

Artillery
(1897–2020)

High High/low Agreements with unilateral
collection/inspection limits

Strong

Conventional explosives
(1847–2020)

High High Agreements with unilateral
collection methods

Strong

Cruise missiles
(1944–2020)

High High/low Agreements with unilateral
collection/inspection limits

Strong

Drones
(1982–2006)

High High/low Agreement with unilateral collection
methods

Strong

Firearms
(1840–2020)

High High/low Agreements with unilateral
collection methods

Strong

Lasers
(1982–2020)

High High Agreements with unilateral
collection methods

Strong

Machine guns
(1885–2020)

High High/low Agreements with unilateral
collection methods

Strong

Maritime vessels
(1869–2020)

High High Agreements with unilateral
collection methods

Strong

Continued
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all twenty-nine episodes. We structure our analysis of these results around the four
expected outcomes from Table 3. This enables us to assess the degree of empirical
support for our hypotheses while considering other common accounts of arms control.

H1: Technology creates few detection or disclosure constraints

To assess this hypothesis, we examine efforts to control highly distinguishable
arms technology with low levels of integration. Two cases in our universe exhibit
both dual use attributes: (1) rockets (1970–2020), specifically intercontinental ballis-
tic missiles (ICBMs) and space launch vehicles (SLVs), moved into this permissive
zone as the technology grew more distinguishable; and (2) space technology (1957–
1970), including satellites and orbital weapons, enjoyed an initial period in this zone
before becoming indistinguishable and ubiquitous as the technology evolved.
In line with our expectations, the superpowers reached agreements with various

monitoring provisions to limit the military uses of rocket and space technology.
We focus on the rocket case because scholars have identified several other factors
responsible for the success of arms control in the 1970s. The superpowers had
mutual incentives to manage nuclear risks in the wake of the 1962 Cuban missile
crisis, especially as both nations achieved parity in strategic forces.38 These features
certainly made arms control more desirable. But they cannot explain the information
problems that doomed initial arms control efforts in the 1960s. Recent research
argues that improvements in satellite surveillance made deals more viable by the
1970s.39 Indeed, the superpowers could rely on these platforms to better monitor
compliance. However, our results indicate that a shift in distinguishability occurred
independent of improvements in monitoring technology, which effectively elimi-
nated the dual use issue in strategic arms control negotiations.
In 1964, the superpowers attempted to negotiate a freeze on ballistic missiles.

During this period, long-range rockets exhibited low integration because the

TABLE 4. Continued

Technology
(time period) Distinguishability

Integration
(mil./civ.) Outcome

Theory
support

Railcars
(1914–1945)

High High Agreement imposed on defeated
power

Neutral

Submarines
(1866–2020)

High High/low Agreements with unilateral
collection/inspection limits

Strong

Torpedoes
(1871–2020)

High High/low Agreements imposed on defeated
powers

Neutral

38. Gavin 2012; Green 2020; Maurer 2022.
39. Bateman 2022; Coe and Vaynman 2020, 352–53; Kalic 2012.
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sophisticated technology played a narrow but significant role in placing payloads into
orbit or delivering strategic warheads. Yet the effort failed, in large part because
rocket technology was still plagued by dual use indistinguishability. The recent intro-
duction of reconnaissance satellites enabled the superpowers to observe rocket cap-
abilities; a key US National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) from 1962 revealed that
“the major facilities involved in the Soviet space [launch] program have been iden-
tified.”40 But differentiating these civilian capabilities from military ICBMs pre-
sented a major challenge: “the USSR’s space program has been closely linked to
its military,” and “the two programs have used the same boosters and launching facil-
ities, and are mutually supporting in other respects as well.”41 This created an insur-
mountable detection challenge in negotiations. The Americans called for extensive
on-site inspections of both military ICBM and civilian SLV facilities to verify com-
pliance with its missile freeze proposal.42 The Soviets rejected these inspection pro-
visions, and the discussions ended in failure.
In the early 1970s, however, military ICBMs became more distinguishable from

civilian SLVs. The design and especially the deployment patterns of military and
civilian rockets started to differ. SLVs became larger to lift heavier payloads into
space, continued to rely on liquid fuel, and were launched from well-known sites
with extensive support infrastructure.43 Earlier, both kinds of rockets had been
launched from similar-looking above-ground launch pads. But by the late 1960s
ICBMs started to be deployed in hardened silos (and eventually on purely military
mobile launchers). US officials closely tracked this shift in Soviet missile disper-
sion.44 Integration also remained low, as SLVs and ICBMs continued to perform
the same limited set of important functions at high cost.45

This shift in distinguishability meant that the superpowers no longer faced detec-
tion challenges related to the dual use nature of rocket technology. One notable indi-
cator of this change comes from a declassified 1971 NIE on Soviet rocket launch
capabilities. In contrast to descriptions in earlier estimates, the US intelligence com-
munity could now easily separate ICBM from SLV capabilities. This had little to do
with improvements in US reconnaissance satellites. Instead, the NIE explicitly
focused on the observable physical differences and diverging development pathways
between Soviet ICBMs and SLVs: carrying out more “complicated” space explor-
ation missions required the Soviets to “advance their technology to a higher level”
by fielding distinct booster systems and launch facilities apart from the ICBM

40. Central Intelligence Agency, “The Soviet Space Program,” NIE no. 11-1-62, 5 December 1962.
National Security Archive (NSA).
41. Ibid.
42. McGeorge Bundy, “A Missile Launcher Freeze Proposal for the President’s State of the Union

Message,” Memorandum for the President, 28 December 1965. National Archives at College Park, MD,
record group 59 PolMil.
43. Burrows 1999.
44. Department of State, “Recent Developments in Strategic Forces,” 31 December 1966, Foreign

Relations of the United States (FRUS), 1964–68, vol. X, doc. 163.
45. Burrows 1999, 206–209; Early 2014.
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force.46 By the time of the SALT I and SALT II negotiations in the 1970s, the US
stopped demanding inspections, which created greater bargaining room for both
sides to achieve foundational limits over ICBMs.47 Subsequent deals, such as the
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
(INF) treaty, and New START treaty incorporated inspections of specific military
assets. But the dual use detection problem no longer haunted these negotiations.

H2: Technology creates a dead zone with severe detection and disclosure
constraints

We assess this hypothesis by examining efforts to control indistinguishable arma-
ment technologies with high levels of integration. Our universe contains five cases
with these attributes: (1) cyber weapons (1969–2020); (2) drones (2006–2020); (3)
motor vehicles (1885–2020); (4) biotechnology (1953–2020); and (5) outer-space
technology (1970–2020). Despite numerous efforts to negotiate limits, arms
control agreements failed to emerge over almost all these technologies. Even the
sole exception—the Biological Weapons Convention—supports our expectations,
because it had major verification problems that rendered it flawed as a cooperative
institution.48 Consistent with H2, we find that the dual use nature of each technology
created severe detection and disclosure constraints on cooperation.
The evolution of space-based technology, primarily satellites and other orbital plat-

forms such as spacecraft, allows us to trace out how variation in distinguishability and
integration can doom the prospects for arms control. There have been no limits on
building weapons in space since the Outer Space Treaty was signed in 1967. The
absence of new agreements was not for lack of trying. During the Cold War, the
superpowers both recognized that an arms race over anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons
could increase the risk of conflict. Yet negotiations to curtail ASAT capabilities
failed in 1978–79, in 1981–82, and again in 1987–89.49 Traditional theories of
arms control struggle to explain why the superpowers were unable to reap mutual
benefits by banning this dangerous class of weapons. Some scholars account for
this failure by bringing in factors on the nature of the US–Soviet relationship,
notably the end of détente in 1979 coupled with renewed fears about maintaining
the nuclear stalemate.50 Yet our results indicate that changes in both dual use dimen-
sions of space technology during the 1970s plagued every ASAT negotiation with an
insurmountable verification problem.
When space capabilities debuted in the late 1950s with the Sputnik and Explorer

satellites, the technology enjoyed a brief period of high distinguishability and low
integration. Early military and civilian space capabilities exhibited distinct physical

46. Central Intelligence Agency, “The Soviet Space Program,” NIE no. 11-1-71, 1971. NSA.
47. Bunn 1992, 106–108.
48. Koblentz 2009, 53–105.
49. Bateman 2022.
50. Green 2020; Moltz 2008.
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features while following divergent development pathways and deployment patterns
to achieve different goals.51 Space systems had also not yet become ubiquitous.
The rudimentary technology could perform only a limited range of high-value mili-
tary and prestigious civilian functions. Analysis of declassified US intelligence pro-
ducts suggests that the Americans were quite successful in identifying the purposes of
Soviet satellites. These documents express little concern that US intelligence agencies
would have a hard time differentiating between scientific satellites and those armed
with strategic weapons.52 As one report about distinguishing Soviet “bombs in orbit”
concluded in 1966, “it would be extremely difficult to conceal such a program.”53

This level of distinguishability appeared to shape superpower expectations about
verifying a ban on the placement of strategic weapons on orbital platforms—the
Outer Space Treaty did not include verification provisions. Instead, US officials
determined that they could rely on “substantial” national intelligence capabilities to
distinguish benign Soviet satellites from strategic weapon platforms in outer space.54

In the early 1970s, however, advances in space technology made it harder to dis-
tinguish between military and civilian uses. American and Soviet satellites became
more capable of performing both military or peaceful functions along similar
orbital routes.55 Even more worrisome, after the Apollo era ended, the focus of
manned spaceflight turned toward missions aboard space stations, such as Salyut
1–7 (1971–86), Skylab (1973–79), Mir (1986–2001), and the Space Shuttle (1981–
2011).56 Since these civilian platforms could perform many different maneuverable
rendezvous operations in space, it became harder to observe possible military uses.
For example, the same spacecraft could dock with a satellite to repair it or to sabotage
it. A 1982 CIA assessment concluded the ostensibly peaceful Mir space station would
give the Soviet military cover “to pursue research in ASW [antisubmarine warfare],
ASAT, early warning, and other important defensive and offensive missions.”57 The
conversion speed from civilian to military capabilities also increased, as such plat-
forms could be rapidly turned into orbital ASAT weapons. The Reagan administra-
tion worried that the Soviets could destroy American spacecraft “under the guise”
of peaceful “space rendezvous and docking operations.”58 The Soviets similarly
feared that the US Space Shuttle could be converted to drop a nuclear weapon on
Moscow or attack their satellites.59

51. The appendix details each attribute.
52. Richelson 2015.
53. As quoted in Paine 2018.
54. Central Intelligence Agency, “Draft Recommendations Respecting US Approach to a Separate Arms

Control Measure for Outer Space,” no date, 12–13. CIA Reading Room.
55. Stares 1987.
56. Burrows 1999.
57. Central Intelligence Agency, “Outlook for Rapid Expansion of Soviet Space Programs Through

1986,” Intelligence Assessment, October 1982, 12. CIA Reading Room.
58. Presidential Report to Congress, “US Policy on ASAT Arms Control,” 31 March 1984. Government

Printing Office.
59. Hendrickx and Day 2020.
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Space technology also started to become highly integrated within both the military
and civilian realms in the 1970s. On the military side, the range and variety of uses for
orbital platforms expanded far beyond niche applications in the strategic nuclear
realm.60 The United States harnessed satellites to support conventional military
forces in a wider variety of functions, notably precision strike and surveillance.61

According to a CIA assessment from 1982, the Soviet military had become “increas-
ingly dependent upon the new [space] systems for intelligence collection, navigation
support, and maintaining order-of-battle and targeting data.”62 On the civilian side,
space capabilities became ubiquitous as the emergence of commercial satellite ser-
vices ended the government monopoly on orbital platforms.63 By the 1980s, commer-
cial satellites were being used in many economic sectors, from shipping and logistics
to geodesic survey. The cost of space systems remained high in absolute terms, espe-
cially for bespoke satellites or advanced spacecraft. However, the rise of commercial
services lowered the cost of accessing and even possessing satellites.64

The archival record shows that American and Soviet negotiators confronted serious
detection and disclosure problems as they attempted to ban ASAT weapons in the
later Cold War. In 1978, the Carter administration set out to “seek a verifiable ban
on anti-satellite capabilities” as part of its official space policy.65 In developing
this position, senior US officials recognized that “verification” of a ban with the
Soviets “would be extremely difficult” because so many space systems deployed
for other purposes could also be used as weapons.66 During negotiations, the
Soviets made “frequent” requests to include the forthcoming US Space Shuttle, a
civilian capability from the American point of view, on the list of banned ASAT
systems.67 The Americans refused to limit the shuttle since it would “not be used
as an ASAT system in any respect,” but struggled to devise provisions for the
Soviets to verify this claim.68 The United States in turn had concerns about the
Soviets hiding ASAT capabilities on satellites.69 These disagreements about how
to distinguish between peaceful platforms and orbital weapons stalled diplomacy
well before the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan ended détente in December 1979.
Despite signing the SALT II agreement in June 1979 over distinguishable ballistic

60. Bahney, Pearl, and Markey 2019.
61. Acton 2018.
62. CIA, “Outlook for Rapid Expansion.”
63. Presidential Directive/NSC-54, “Civil Operational Remote Sensing,” 16 November 1979. NSA.
64. Early 2014.
65. Presidential Directive/NSC–37, 11 May 1978. FRUS, 1977–80, vol. XXVI, Arms Control and

Nonproliferation, doc. 27.
66. Summary of Significant Discussion and Conclusions of a Policy Review Committee Meeting,

4 August, 1977. FRUS, 1977–80, vol. XXVI, Arms Control and Nonproliferation, doc. 5.
67. Telegram from the Embassy in Finland to the Department of State, 20 June 1978. FRUS, 1977–80,

vol. XXVI, Arms Control and Nonproliferation, doc. 33.
68. Memorandum from Aaron to Brzezinski, 30 May 1979. FRUS, 1977–80, vol. XXVI, Arms Control

and Nonproliferation, doc. 52.
69. Telegram from the Embassy in Austria to the Department of State, 13 June 1979. FRUS, 1977–80,

vol. XXVI, Arms Control and Nonproliferation, doc 54.
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missile systems, the superpowers made little progress in negotiating limits over indis-
tinguishable space systems.
In the early 1980s, the Soviet Union approached the United States with fresh pro-

posals for limiting ASAT weapons in space.70 Secretary of State George Shultz
rejected these efforts “because of verification problems” associated with the distinc-
tion between civil and military space capabilities.71 In a 1984 report to Congress, the
Reagan administration made explicit how the duality of space systems created twin
detection and disclosure barriers to cooperation. “The fact that ASAT capabilities
are inherent in some systems developed for other missions,” the report argued,
“makes it impossible to verify compliance” with a comprehensive ban.72

Cooperative monitoring measures would be needed to determine whether satellites
or spacecraft masked ASAT capabilities. While recognizing that distinguishability
could in principle be overcome with inspections, the report underscored the severe
costs involved due to the highly integrated nature of space technology, stating that
“disclosure of information” from such inspections could “create an unacceptable
risk,” not only to US military capabilities but also to civilian uses of space
(Figure 1).

This tension between detection and disclosure also haunted the prospects for cooper-
ation as a new round of ASAT talks began in the late 1980s. To verify any ASAT ban,
US officials stressed “the importance of on-site inspection and international observer
teams,” but were unwilling to accept the security risks associated with these

FIGURE 1. Excerpt from the Reagan administration report on anti-satellite arms
control (Presidential Report to Congress, “US Policy on ASAT Arms Control,” 31
March 1984, p. 5)

70. Stares 1987, 148.
71. Memorandum from Shultz to Reagan, “Meeting with Dobrynin,” 6 April 1984. FRUS, 1981–88, vol.

IV, 1983–85 Soviet Union, doc. 209.
72. Presidential Report to Congress, “US Policy on ASAT Arms Control.”
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cooperative measures.73 The superpowers ultimately failed to resolve the verification
issue for ASAT, even as both sides devised a complex inspection regime to verify
missile limits under the 1987 INF Treaty and the 1991 START Treaty.
The failed arms negotiations over ASATweapons lend strong support for our theory.

Consistent with our expectations for H2, the superpowers confronted severe informa-
tion problems once space technology became indistinguishable and ubiquitous during
the 1970s. In sharp contrast to the earlier era of easy detection, verifying the peaceful
uses of orbital platforms became impractical without inspections. But the Americans
worried that letting the Soviets observe integrated space systems could disclose “the
most sensitive information” about US military forces and economic capabilities
(Figure 1). Multiple efforts to manage the arms race in space therefore failed.

H3: Technology creates a severe but surmountable detection constraint

To assess H3 we examine indistinguishable but niche technologies. Six cases exhibit
these variables: (1) biotechnology before the molecular biology revolution (1915–1953);
(2) early firearm technology (1520–1840); (3) long-range rockets before the maturation
of missile platforms (1944–1970); (4) chemical technology, because the weapons
occupied a niche role in military enterprises (1850–2020); (5) hypersonic vehicles
(1981–2020); and (6) nuclear technology (1945–2020), specifically the capacity to
produce the fissile material that fuels the explosive core of atomic weapons.
Arms control agreements failed to emerge over early rockets, pre-nineteenth-

century firearms, and hypersonic vehicles. The dual use detection problem with
rocket technology in the early 1960s aligns with H3: sometimes states will not be
able to devise monitoring solutions to differentiate military from civilian applications.
The pre-nineteenth-century firearm and recent hypersonic cases offer neutral support—
neither supporting nor contradicting our hypothesis—as other factors made arms
control unattractive in both cases, and the separate effect of technology attributes
is difficult to isolate. Stronger support comes from the type of agreements that
emerged over early biological, chemical, and nuclear technology. In these cases,
we find explicit recognition from governments that the indistinguishable nature of
technology created detection problems. But states were able to surmount this con-
straint by narrowing the scope of agreements and/or devising monitoring measures.
For example, the 1925 Geneva Protocol curtailed only the most observable battlefield
use of chemical and biological weapons. In the appendix, we also assess the negotia-
tions around the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention because the technology exhib-
ited a unique mix of low military integration and high commercial integration, which
led industrial actors to press for limits on an inspection regime that would protect their
trade secrets.

73. Memorandum fromMcFarlane to Reagan, “Geneva Arms Control Talks,” 7–8 January 1985. FRUS,
1981–88, vol. IV, 1983–85 Soviet Union, doc. 346. But see Bateman 2022.
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The nuclear case allows us to evaluate the explanatory power of our variables rela-
tive to existing explanations. Some scholars argue that the most powerful states in the
international system had strong mutual incentives to inhibit the spread of nuclear
weapons in the 1960s.74 As a result, the superpowers colluded to establish the
1968 Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) and even coerced non-nuclear-
weapon states into joining this multilateral institution.75 Others show that savvy
non-nuclear-weapon states wrested concessions from Washington or Moscow in
exchange for NPT accession.76 Yet these accounts miss how the dual use nature of
nuclear technology enabled such arms control bargains to be struck.77 The difficulty
of distinguishing military from peaceful endeavors in the nuclear realm saddled the
NPT with detection problems.78 However, states were willing to allow intrusive
inspections of nuclear facilities precisely because this niche technology created man-
ageable security risks from information disclosure.
Nuclear technology exemplified all four indistinguishability attributes. First,

nuclear weapons relied on production facilities with physical characteristics identical
to atomic energy enterprises. The same plant for enriching fuel in civilian power
plants or reprocessing radioactive waste could produce fissile material—enriched
uranium or plutonium—for the explosive core of a bomb. As a senior US official
lamented in 1955, many countries with atomic energy ambitions could produce
“large quantities of fissionable material equally useful for peaceful or military pur-
poses. This is not a pleasant prospect.”79 Second, the development pathway for pur-
suing the bomb overlapped with peaceful activities until the final weaponization
stage. “Once a nation has a civilian atomic energy program encompassing fairly
large reactors and processing facilities,” a CIA report underscored in 1957, “it
requires only relatively little investment… to initiate a weapons program.”80 Third,
weapons programs could emulate peaceful fissile material production plants. As a
1963 NIE on proliferation highlighted, “The plutonium route to a weapons
program has become a well-marked trail, and one which in its earlier stages is
scarcely distinguishable from a purely peaceful program.”81 Finally, the conversion
speed rapidly increased as a state accumulated fissile material. This meant that “the
nations with the most developed peaceful programs will be nearest to a military
bomb capability,” the State Department concluded in 1968.82

74. Brands 2007; Gavin 2012.
75. Coe and Vaynman 2015; Gibbons 2022; Miller 2018.
76. Schrafstetter and Twigge 2004; Volpe 2023.
77. But see Pauly 2022.
78. Fuhrmann 2012.
79. Gerard C. Smith, “Observations on the Problem of Controlling Against Diversion of Fissionable

Material from Nuclear Power,” Department of State, 17 September 1955. NSA no. NN00050.
80. NIE, “Nuclear Weapons Production in Fourth Countries: Likelihood and Consequences,”Director of

Central Intelligence, 18 June 1957. NSA.
81. NIE, “Likelihood and Consequences of a Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Systems,” Director of

Central Intelligence, 28 June 1963. NSA.
82. Henry Owen to Dean Rusk, “After NPT, What,” Department of State, 10 June 1968. NSA.
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Nuclear technology also exhibits low integration because the range and variety of
uses have long been limited to select applications. Within military enterprises, nuclear
weapons perform a narrow subset of missions focused on strategic deterrence, albeit
with significant consequences. Within the civilian economy, nuclear technology pri-
marily occupies a niche role in energy generation, though again with potentially
major returns in electricity production. In both realms, nuclear assets are rather iso-
lated from other activities or infrastructure systems, often for physical safety and
security reasons. In addition, the cost of developing atomic weapons or energy enter-
prises is high.
The indistinguishable nature of nuclear technology drove up the detection needs

for verifying peaceful uses. In 1955, US officials anticipated that on-site inspections
of civil nuclear programs, with “complete access to plants and full operational know-
ledge,” would be necessary to check compliance with early nonproliferation obliga-
tions.83 British experts also concluded that the “diversion [of] nuclear fuel from such
[civil] power stations [for] military purposes could be prevented only by [an] effect-
ive system [of] inspection and accounting.”84

In 1968, the NPT set the multilateral foundation to prohibit the acquisition of
nuclear weapons. The agreement narrowly focused on banning weapons.
Production of fissile material was left open as a permitted activity, so long as
states allowed the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to verify peaceful
uses. “The treaty would be ineffective in many countries without safeguards,” a
senior US official argued in 1967, because “the location of nuclear facilities can
often be ascertained by unilateral means, but what goes on in those facilities is
usually impossible to determine without inspection.”85 Verifying compliance with
the NPT would therefore require an intrusive monitoring regime.
The niche nature of nuclear technology helps explain why states accepted such

intensive inspections: they faced modest security risks from information disclosure.
IAEA inspections of an atomic energy program would provide little insight into a
state’s capacity to field force beyond the nuclear realm. Even total access to civilian
nuclear facilities was unlikely to illuminate broader metrics of military power, such as
the disposition of conventional weapons or military facilities. Instead, inspections pro-
mised to reveal information about nuclear latency—the narrow capacity to build atomic
weapons that lingered within all peaceful nuclear enterprises.86 This technical data
could improve an adversary’s ability to target nuclear facilities in a future conflict,
but would be less relevant to war plans against nonnuclear capabilities.
Yet many states also saw disclosure of civilian programs as beneficial in helping to

alleviate adversarial concerns about nuclear latency. The archival record of private

83. Smith, “Observations on the Problem.”
84. Franklin C. Gowen, “Nuclear Safeguards Discussions,” Department of State, 5 August 1955. NSA

no. NN00029.
85. Philip J. Farley, “Safeguards Provision of NPT,” Department of State, 5 December 1967. NSA no.

NN02095.
86. Mehta and Whitlark 2017.
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discussions between the United States and West Germany illustrates this dynamic.
Bonn played a key role in negotiating the verification protocols for the NPT.87 In
1967, West German officials worried that the Soviets would send IAEA inspectors
“to carry out industrial espionage in the Western non-nuclear countries in regard to
nuclear technology.”88 But Bonn made no mention of security risks beyond the
civil nuclear program. Instead, German officials recognized that such inspections
enabled Moscow to verify that Bonn was not building the bomb in secret, which
decreased incentives to attack Germany.89 Given the isolation of nuclear technology,
the West German experience illustrates how states can let adversaries inspect their
atomic weapons potential without revealing vulnerabilities in broader aspects of
military power.

H4: Technology creates a severe but manageable disclosure constraint

To evaluate this final hypothesis, we examine arms control outcomes over distin-
guishable technologies with high integration. Many conventional military capabilities
with civilian counterparts exhibit these dual use characteristics—sixteen technologies
fall in this zone. We find that states achieved agreements to limit the military uses to
some degree in many cases. Airships, railcars, and torpedoes offer neutral support
because the role of technology is difficult to isolate in these cases where postwar
armament controls were imposed on defeated nations. But an examination of verifi-
cation measures across the other cases lends strong support for H4 by revealing how
states took two specific steps to manage the risks from information disclosure.
First, to avoid disclosures from inspection, states often relied on their intelligence

collection capabilities to verify compliance. In eight instances, agreements to limit
military uses emerged without any cooperative monitoring measures. Restrictions
on strategic air defense, conventional explosives, early drones, modern firearms,
laser weapons, machine guns, maritime vessels, and nonstrategic submarines all
used unilateral information gathering or “national technical means” of verification.
Avoiding on-site inspections effectively sidestepped the disclosure problem asso-
ciated with these highly integrated technologies.
The option of unilateral monitoring was available only because the military cap-

abilities could be easily distinguished from their peaceful cousins. The Washington
(1922) and London (1930) Naval Treaties illustrate this mechanism at work. These
agreements established tonnage limits on capital ships (battleships) and aircraft car-
riers for each great naval power as well as design and size limits on destroyers, sub-
marines, and auxiliary ships. Yet they lacked cooperative monitoring provisions.90

Military ships had observable features their civilian counterparts lacked: large-

87. Schrafstetter and Twigge 2004.
88. Thomas L. Hughes to the Secretary, “Reasons for West German Opposition to the Non-Proliferation

Treaty,” Department of State, 1 March 1967. Wilson Center Digital Archive.
89. Volpe 2023, 105, 109–111.
90. Burns 1968.
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caliber guns, heavy armor, and advanced propulsion systems. The construction of
warships often followed a bespoke process, whereas commercial ships were mass-
produced with simpler steel forming and welding processes. These attributes made
it easier for intelligence services to determine the civil or military nature of construc-
tion at shipyards, and verify whether military vessels met the treaty limitations.91

Second, when greater monitoring measures were needed, states devised restrictive
verification protocols for on-site inspections based on geography or physical access.
In seven instances, the need for more transparency was due to reasons beyond the
dual use nature of the technology. Tactical air defense, aircraft, armored vehicles,
artillery, cruise missiles, and strategic submarines were all highly distinguishable.
But the mobility and/or small size of these weapon platforms often drove the need
for inspections in the Korean Armistice Agreement, as well as the Peace Treaty
between Israel and Egypt, to verify caps on specific conventional weapons. However,
national inspection teams could verify numbers only at designated ports of entry
(Korean Armistice) or in certain territorial zones (Israel and Egypt). Later in the Cold
War, states had to devise transparency measures that would demonstrate compliance
with numerical limits on smaller (easier to hide) combat aircraft and armored vehicles
without revealing information about broader military capabilities. The 1990 Treaty on
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe included on-site inspections to verify conven-
tional armament limitations among the signatories. But it also put temporal and geo-
graphic limits on inspections to dampen the security risks from information disclosure.
States also phased out inspections to limit disclosure damage. The 1987 INF treaty

between the United States and the Soviet Union banned all ground-launched ballistic
and cruise missiles with intermediate ranges (500 to 5,500 km). In contrast to their
ICBM brethren, shorter-range rockets and cruise missiles were highly integrated
within military enterprises because they could perform a wider variety of missions
at lower cost. This technology feature led American and Soviet officials to worry
that inspections would be used to observe other weapons capabilities and plants.92

The treaty called for the elimination of these missiles, which was verified with
highly intrusive inspections, but after a set period, inspections would end, and
states would rely on their intelligence capabilities to verify compliance. Phasing
out inspections helped dampen the security risks associated with long-term observa-
tion of military units and installations.
The types of arms control agreements that emerged over distinguishable technolo-

gies with ubiquitous military application align with our expectations for H4. Some
scholars claim that the offensive and expensive nature of some conventional strike
capabilities made them prime candidates for arms control.93 Yet our results indicate
that states often circumscribed cooperation—relying on unilateral intelligence

91. Goldman 1994, 178–80.
92. Glitman 2006, 210–11.
93. Glaser 2010, 228–56; Jervis 1978.
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collection or restricted inspections—to manage the security risks associated with high
military integration.

Conclusion

Dual use technologies often present extra challenges for efforts to limit military com-
petition. Our study reveals why this is the case. The duality of technology alters the
information needed to detect compliance without disclosing deeper military and com-
mercial secrets. As key dimensions—distinguishability between military and civilian
applications and integration with other activities—vary, so do prospects for cooperation.
Many past academic treatments of technology in international relations lacked the

conceptual clarity and standardization to make technological attributes a useful vari-
able for developing and testing midlevel theories. Technology has been more of a
general topic area for research rather than an independent variable to explain phenom-
ena. This article engages in concept formation by identifying cross-cutting technol-
ogy attributes, theorizing their effects, and developing measurement criteria to
empirically bin the universe of capabilities into distinct categories.94

The substantive contribution of this article is to reveal how dual use technology
attributes constrain the options for creating cooperative institutions. The detection
and disclosure problems intersect with other factors that shape arms control out-
comes. The balance of power, for example, undoubtedly affects whether and how
states form agreements. But future research should assess whether these variables
are conditional on the technologies involved. Power balances or domestic politics
could play a strong role when the technology poses few constraints but become
quite muted when dual use concerns present the most significant obstacles to cooper-
ation. For instance, many argue that parity is essential for states to consider arms
control limitations. They may well be right—China today seems unwilling to contem-
plate arms control until it catches up with the United States. But our framework sug-
gests that there will be considerable variation in cooperation outcomes even under
this condition. If Beijing reaches parity by building up nuclear-tipped ICBMs, this
type of technology should dampen the dual use issue as a constraint on arms
control. By contrast, an arms race over technologies in the dead zone, such as
cyber weapons or space platforms, could undermine the prospects for cooperation,
even if both sides see benefits from mutual restraint.
Looking ahead to contemporary emerging technologies, our results not only imply

that policy efforts to control artificial intelligence (AI) will face insurmountable
challenges, but also illuminate why that is the case. AI refers to computing capabil-
ities that use algorithms to learn from data and make decisions without human inter-
vention. The consensus view is that this technology will reshape the foundations of

94. Adcock and Collier 2001.
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military and economic power.95 Managing AI with international institutions is also
assumed to be impossible. This forecast is highly intuitive but poorly understood—
what is it about AI that would make international governance particularly difficult?
Uncertainty about the effects of concrete applications may be a factor in the short
term. But our theory suggests that the tension between detection and disclosure
will doom the prospects for cooperation even as that uncertainty decreases.
Military AI systems will likely be indistinguishable from their peaceful counterparts,
with any discernible indicators of end use buried within the opaque source code for
each respective system. Even if distinct military uses for AI emerge in the future, dis-
tinguishing these military systems from their civilian cousins will require high detec-
tion levels, such as access to the inner workings of AI systems. However, AI is also
poised to become highly integrated within military and civilian realms as an enabling
technology for numerous other capabilities. States are therefore likely to balk at dis-
closures of AI algorithms for fear that even seemingly limited information could
allow insights into other sensitive military forces or commercial products. The
effects of these technology factors will obstruct prospects for international controls
on military AI applications beyond the challenges from uncertainty, lack of parity,
or disagreement about mutual interest.
The information problems we identify do suggest a possible alternative to man-

aging emerging technologies in the years ahead. When technologies such as AI fall
in the dead zone for arms control, states may have a more promising path forward
if they focus more on managing behaviors than on limiting capabilities. This
implies a need to observe the effects of actions rather than the development or pos-
session of technology. The downside to this approach is that states can respond to a
violation only after the damage is done. But this risk may be tolerable because it side-
steps some of the severe detection and disclosure problems rooted in many emerging
technologies today. Governance efforts to develop international institutions should
consider this alternative when the dual use nature of technology renders traditional
arms control agreements unverifiable.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material for this article is available at <https://doi.org/10.1017/
S0020818323000140>.
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